Redco™ Shock Absorbing Pads & Bumpers

Protecting and Prolonging Equipment Life while Reducing Maintenance
Redco™ Pads & Bumpers

Constant banging and scraping will wear out equipment prematurely. Redco™ Plastics are engineered for the toughest applications to absorb impact and prolong equipment life. We have developed numerous parts for trucks and shovels such as:

**Redco™ Body Pads**, which have been designed to replace traditional rubber pads, provide longer wear life and don’t permit the impregnation of rocks. The pads bolt or weld directly to the bottom of the truck box to protect the frame from shock, vibration, and wear.

**Redco™ Urethane Bumpers**, which are available in many custom sizes, protect the truck body from banging ladders, wheel chocks, etc. while the truck is in motion.

Talk to our application experts about our other solutions for the mining industry.
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